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1: Blood moon the lunar eclipse â€“ as it happened | Science | The Guardian
Reform is a unique community continuing to maintain small-town charm, while progressing and updating infrastructures
and services. Our location on U.S. highway 82 and State highway 17 provides an excellent opportunity for economic
development.

However, as of late, opponents have re-articulated their disapproval, accusing the adversarial system as the
cause and culprit of rising violence levels. Miguel Angel Mancera, critic of the oral adversarial system. The
Technical Secretariat for Judicial Reform Implementation, which provided institutional support for the reform,
was abandoned only one year after the implementation of the reform and since, many political representatives
have lobbied for the old, mixed-inquisitorial system that fostered the widespread use of pre-trial detention.
However, proponents of the criminal justice system reform, continue to argue that these reforms are essential
to strengthening functional democracy in Mexico and that a reversal of the reforms would merely led to
further infringement on the rights of the accused. The reformed system intends to promote a greater standard
of accountability for judicial system operators in their investigations and prosecutions and emphasized a
strong legal defense for the accused. In an article published last year by Animal Politico- an independent and
pioneering Mexican news source largely focused on increasing transparency and access to reliable
information- remains relevant today. The article first points to the fact that the escalation in violence precedes
the implementation of the reform. As a matter of fact, the uptick in violence began in late , almost two years
before the full effects of the criminal justice transition. Yet, not all states who previously recorded high
homicide rates are re-experienced growing violence. Hence, a blanket accusation incriminating the criminal
justice reform cannot reliably account for varying levels of violence across Mexican states. Finally, the article
concludes by illustrating that there is no verifiable indication that petty criminals released on their own
recognizance go on to commit violent crimes and contribute to increased homicide levels. Open Society
Regardless of the lack of empirical evidence, opponents continue to decry the criminal justice shift that
strengthened the standard of innocence until proven guilty, which under the old system had been negligible at
best. These political adversaries particularly highlight the number of criminals released or at liberty due to a
lack of sufficient evidence, arguing that these individuals contribute to rising levels of violent crime. This
argument, however, is a tipping point for advocates of the criminal justice system who caution against hasty
conclusions. Rather, she argues, that the rise in violence can be attributed to a lack of knowledge and skill
among criminal justice operators, including police, prosecutors, public defenders and judges, that perpetuates
high levels of impunity. Rios further argues that military units should stand down from providing security that
should be done at a local police level because their presence only further limits police capacity and resources.
Instead, she advocates more localized policing that can better address small-time, street-level drug trafficking
and measures to install greater accountability among judicial institutions. The most recent survey results,
which covered 11 Mexican states, identified several persisting challenges within the judicial system including:
Rather than regressing backwards to an old judicial system that often undermined the rights of the accused,
Mexico should focus on strategic capacity building among judicial operators, including police, prosecutors,
public defenders, and judges. Without institutional support and trainings, judicial operators do not have the
tools or knowledge to fully protect rule of law in Mexico. Sources Cortes, Nancy G. What Do Its Operators
Think?.
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2: Oregon Legislature fragmented by partisanship | eClips
The best place to watch the total solar eclipse on August 21 is in totality. But what if you don't live nearby? We asked the
experts what it will look like in your backyard.

In Constantine, the first Christian emperor, became sole ruler of the Roman Empire. He set up his Eastern
headquarters at the ancient Greek colony of Byzantium in The city, renamed Constantinople after its founder,
was also known as the "new Rome. Constantinople was located on the European shore of the Bosporus,
midway between the Aegean and Black seas, in what is now the country of Turkey. The city brought together
people from the lands of Europe and Asia. The city of Byzantium grew from an ancient Greek colony founded
on the European side of the Bosporus. In AD the Roman emperor Constantine I, in an attempt to strengthen
the empire, re-founded Byzantium as Constantinople, the "New Rome" and capital of the eastern half of the
empire. At his death in Emperor Theodosius I divided the empire between his two sons, and it was never
reunited. Theodosius also made Christianity the sole religion of the empire, and Constantinople assumed
preeminence over other Christian centers in the East as Rome did in the West. The fall of Rome to the
Ostrogoths in marked the end of the western half of the Roman Empire. The eastern half continued as the
Byzantine Empire, with Constantinople as its capital. The eastern realm differed from the western in many
respects. It was heir to the Hellenistic civilization, a blending of Greek and Middle Eastern elements dating
back to the conquests of Alexander the Great. It was more commercial, more urban, and richer than the West,
and its emperors, who in the Hellenistic tradition combined political and religious functions, had firmer
control over all classes of society. They were also more skillful in fending off invaders, through both warfare
and diplomacy. With these advantages, the Byzantine emperors, who still considered themselves Romans,
long nourished the dream of subduing the barbarian kingdoms of the West and reuniting the empire. The
greatest of these emperors was Justinian I reigned , who with his able wife Theodora prepared for the
re-conquest by defeating the Persians on the eastern frontier and extirpating various heresies that had alienated
the Roman Catholic church. He sponsored a compilation and re-codification of Roman law and built the
magnificent Hagia Sophia cathedral. The later years of his reign were marred by renewed war with the
Persians and incursions by Bulgar and Slavic tribes, which created severe shortages of manpower and revenue.
The weakened empire, preoccupied with internal problems, grew less and less concerned with the West.
Although its rulers continued to style themselves "Roman" long after the death of Justinian, the term
"Byzantine" more accurately describes the very different medieval empire. Perhaps the most significant
cultural feature of the Byzantine Empire was the type of Christianity developed there. More mystical and more
liturgical than Roman Christianity, it was also less unified because of age-old ethnic hostilities in the region,
the survival of various heresies among the clergy in Syria, Egypt, and other provinces, and the early use of the
demotic vernacular languages in religious services. Religious disunity continued to weaken the empire
throughout the Iconoclastic Controversy a dispute over the use of religious images, or icons of the 8th and
early 9th centuries, which left the Eastern Orthodox church split into factions and further alienated from
Rome. A formal schism between Eastern and Western churches was mutually agreed to in By that time the
Eastern Orthodox church had been revitalized by successful missions among the Russians, Bulgars, and Slavs,
some of them directed by the monks Cyril and Methodius, whose invention of Slavonic alphabets still called
Cyrillic made possible the translation of the Bible and the spread of literacy along with Christianity in Slavic
lands. Although the empire had lost much territory to the Arabs and to the independent kingdoms established
in the Balkan Peninsula, its remnants were strengthened by a number of institutional reforms. A new
administrative unit, the theme, was introduced along with a system of military land grants and hereditary
service that ensured an adequate supply of soldiers. It also laid the foundation for the emergence of great
landed families who in later centuries would wage dynastic struggles for the imperial throne. The Byzantine
economy was actually strengthened by the loss of territory, as the shrinking empire allowed greater freedom to
merchants and agricultural labor. All of these developments led to a golden age marked by a literary
renaissance and brief resurgence of military and naval power under the Macedonian dynasty, whose founder, a
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peasant adventurer named Basil, murdered his way to the throne in The Macedonian emperors supervised the
Hellenization of the Code of Justinian, into which they wrote the principle of imperial absolutism tempered
only by the spiritual authority of the church. They also reversed for a time the military defeats of their
predecessors and reconquered large areas from the Arabs and Bulgars. No matter how centralized their
administration or how absolute their power on paper, the emperors were unable to stop the feudalization of the
empire and the concentration of land and wealth in a few great families. The rivalry between rural and urban
aristocracies led each faction to nominate its own imperial candidates. While they were engaged in civil
disputes, new enemies, the Normans and the Seljuq Turks, increased their power around the eastern
Mediterranean. In the late 11th century, Emperor Alexius I reluctantly sought help from the outside. He
appealed to Venice, to whom he gave the first of the commercial concessions that helped make it a great
maritime power, and to the pope, who in turn appealed to the feudal rulers of the West, many of them,
ironically, Normans. These doubtful allies rapidly turned the ensuing Crusades into a series of plundering
expeditions not only against the Turks but also against the heart of the Byzantine Empire. The Fourth Crusade
resulted in the fall of Constantinople to Venetians and crusaders in and the establishment of a line of Latin
emperors. The empire was recaptured by Byzantine exiles in , but under the final Palaeologus dynasty it was
little more than a large city-state besieged from all sides. In the 14th century the Ottoman Turks replaced the
Seljuqs as the major enemy in the east. It ended in , when the last emperor, also named Constantine, died
fighting on the walls and the Turks took the city. Proud of that Christian and Roman heritage, convinced that
their earthly empire so nearly resembled the heavenly pattern that it could never change, they called
themselves Romaioi, or Romans. Modern historians agree with them only in part. The term East Rome
accurately described the political unit embracing the Eastern provinces of the old Roman Empire until , while
there were yet two emperors. The same term may even be used until the last half of the 6th century, as long as
men continued to act and think according to patterns not unlike those prevailing in an earlier Roman Empire.
During these same centuries, nonetheless, there were changes so profound in their cumulative effect that after
the 7th century state and society in the East differed markedly from their earlier forms. In an effort to
recognize that distinction, historians traditionally have described the medieval empire as "Byzantine.
Re-founded as the "new Rome" by the emperor Constantine in , it was endowed by him with the name
Constantinople, the city of Constantine. The derivation from Byzantium is suggestive in that it emphasizes a
central aspect of Byzantine civilization: The circumstances of the last defense are suggestive, too, for in the
ancient, medieval, and modern worlds seemed briefly to meet. The last Constantine fell in defense of the new
Rome built by the first Constantine. Walls that had held firm in the early Middle Ages against German, Hun,
Avar, Slav, and Arab were breached finally by modern artillery, in the mysteries of which European
technicians had instructed the most successful of the Central Asian invaders: The fortunes of the empire thus
were intimately entwined with those of peoples whose achievements and failures constitute the medieval
history of both Europe and Asia. Nor did hostility always characterize the relations between Byzantines and
those whom they considered "barbarian. Thanks to the settlements that resulted from such policies, many a
name, seemingly Greek, disguises another of different origin: Slavic, perhaps, or Turkish. Byzantium was a
melting-pot society, characterized during its earlier centuries by a degree of social mobility that belies the
stereotype, often applied to it, of an immobile, caste-ridden society. The conquests of that age presented new
problems of organization and assimilation, and these the emperors had to confront at precisely the time when
older questions of economic and social policy pressed for answers in a new and acute form. Satisfactory
solutions were never found. The empire finally collapsed when its administrative structures could no longer
support the burden of leadership thrust upon it by military conquests. The empire to The Roman and Christian
background Unity and diversity in the late Roman Empire The Roman Empire, the ancestor of the Byzantine,
remarkably blended unity and diversity, the former being by far the better known since its constituents were
the predominant features of Roman civilization. The common Latin language, the coinage, the "international"
army of the Roman legions, the urban network, the law, and the Greco-Roman heritage of civic culture
loomed largest among those bonds that Augustus and his successors hoped would bring unity and peace to a
Mediterranean world exhausted by centuries of civil war. To strengthen these sinews of imperial civilization,
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the emperors hoped that a lively and spontaneous trade might develop among the several provinces. At the
pinnacle of this world stood the emperor himself, the man of wisdom who would shelter the state from
whatever mishaps fortune had darkly hidden. The emperor alone could provide this protection since, as the
embodiment of all the virtues, he possessed in perfection those qualities displayed only imperfectly by his
individual subjects. The Roman formula of combating fortune with reason and therewith assuring unity
throughout the Mediterranean world worked surprisingly well in view of the pressures for disunity that time
was to multiply. Conquest had brought regions of diverse background under Roman rule. The Eastern
provinces were ancient and populous centers of that urban life that for millennia had defined the character of
Mediterranean civilization. The Western provinces had only lately entered upon their own course of urban
development under the not always tender ministrations of their Roman masters. Each of the aspects of unity
enumerated above had its other side. Not everyone understood or spoke Latin. Paralleling and sometimes
influencing Roman law were local customs and practices, understandably tenacious by reason of their
antiquity. Pagan temples, Jewish synagogues, and Christian baptisteries attest to the range of organized
religions with which the official forms of the Roman state, including those of emperor worship, could not
always peacefully coexist. And far from unifying the Roman world, economic growth often created
self-sufficient units in the several regions, provinces, or great estates. Given the obstacles against which the
masters of the Roman state struggled, it is altogether remarkable that Roman patriotism was ever more than an
empty formula, that cultivated gentlemen from the Pillars of Hercules to the Black Sea were aware that they
had "something" in common. This "something" might be defined as the Greco-Roman civic tradition in the
widest sense of its institutional, intellectual, and emotional implications. Grateful for the conditions of peace
that fostered it, men of wealth and culture dedicated their time and resources to glorifying that tradition
through adornment of the cities that exemplified it and through education of the young who they hoped might
perpetuate it. Upon this world the barbarians descended after about AD To protect the frontier against them,
warrior emperors devoted whatever energies they could spare from the constant struggle to reassert control
over provinces where local regimes emerged. In view of the ensuing warfare, the widespread incidence of
disease, and the rapid turnover among the occupants of the imperial throne, it would be easy to assume that
little was left of either the traditional fabric of Greco-Roman society or the bureaucratic structure designed to
support it. Neither assumption is accurate. Devastation was haphazard, and some regions suffered while others
did not. In fact, the economy and society of the empire as a whole during that period was more diverse than it
had ever been. Impelled by necessity or lured by profit, people moved from province to province. Social
disorder opened avenues to eminence and wealth that the more stable order of an earlier age had closed to the
talented and the ambitious. For personal and dynastic reasons, emperors favored certain towns and provinces
at the expense of others, and the erratic course of succession to the throne, coupled with a resulting constant
change among the top administrative officials, largely deprived economic and social policies of recognizable
consistency. The reforms of Diocletian and Constantine The definition of consistent policy in imperial affairs
was the achievement of two great soldier-emperors, Diocletian ruled and Constantine I sole emperor , who
together ended a century of anarchy and re-founded the Roman state. There are many similarities between
them, not the least being the range of problems to which they addressed themselves: Both, in consequence,
were eager to refine and regularize certain desperate expedients that had been adopted by their rough military
predecessors to conduct the affairs of the Roman state. The means they adopted to achieve these ends differ so
profoundly that one, Diocletian, looks to the past and ends the history of Rome; the other, Constantine, looks
to the future and founds the history of Byzantium. Thus, in the matter of succession to the imperial office,
Diocletian adopted precedents he could have found in the practices of the 2nd century AD. He associated with
himself a co-emperor, or Augustus. Each Augustus then adopted a young colleague, or Caesar, to share in the
rule and eventually to succeed the senior partner. This rule of four, or tetrarchy, failed of its purpose, and
Constantine replaced it with the dynastic principle of hereditary succession, a procedure generally followed in
subsequent centuries. To divide administrative responsibilities, Constantine replaced the single praetorian
prefect, who had traditionally exercised both military and civil functions in close proximity to the emperor,
with regional prefects established in the provinces and enjoying civil authority alone. In the course of the 4th
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century, four great "regional prefectures" emerged from these Constantinian beginnings, and the practice of
separating civil from military authority persisted until the 7th century. Contrasts in other areas of imperial
policy are equally striking.
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3: Responses to the Critics of the Judicial Reform in Mexico
Solar eclipse events are recorded in Roman mythology during the conception of Romulus and Remus by the war god
Mars and during the foundation of the city of Rome. The solar eclipse to the Romans was a sign from their gods that war
was upon the Earth.

Best places to watch the solar eclipse Watch live, in virtual reality, as the eclipse moves from coast to coast
on August CNN The eclipse of the century is fast approaching on August 21, and it will be a show for the
ages. It has been nearly years since a total eclipse has moved from coast to coast across the United States. This
one will be unique, as it travels more than 3, miles over land, where tens of millions of Americans will be able
to view it, a vast difference from many eclipses that occur over oceans or remote regions of the Earth. It will
be a total eclipse in a small swath from the West Coast to the East Coast and a partial eclipse for the entire
North American continent. What you see will vary greatly depending on your location. Get to totality if you
can The eclipse will spread from Oregon around midmorning West Coast time to the South Carolina coast
about 90 minutes later, about 2: The relatively small mile-wide path will provide the greatest show. Within
this area, a total eclipse will occur as the moon aligns with the sun to an umbra. Scientists like Kelly Beatty, a
senior editor with Sky and Telescope magazine who has witnessed a dozen total eclipses, advise that you want
to be in that path. My simple answer is no. Only in totality can you take off your protective glasses and watch
with the naked eye. Some people call it a life-changing experience or even spiritual. The stars come out; the
temperature drops; you see a bright glow around the horizon, and clouds in the distance can blink out. People
are thrilled by the senses around them. Here, you will have the best show right in your backyard. Gridlock
traffic is expected Atlanta: Traffic could become a big issue. Matt Hiebert, assistant director of
communications for the Missouri Department of Transportation and the man who is helping coordinate the
message for the states in the path of the eclipse, says tens of millions could make the drive. Missouri alone has
events planned. Hiebert advises travelers to use common sense. Lots of people are going to be looking up at
the sky and not paying attention. Glendo, Wyoming, southeast of Casper, has a population of but is expecting
upwards of , visitors on eclipse day. Some communities have turned to Kickstarter to help fund what could be
a strain on their budgets for things as simple as portable toilets. Jones jokingly calls it "the day of national
gridlock outside of Washington" and likens it to the experience of a full-blown hurricane evacuation. The
problem is that sunlight is extremely bright. Beatty says that if you were walking around New York City on
August 21 and were unaware that the eclipse was happening, you may not even notice. The weather factor So
what will be the absolute best location for viewing the eclipse? Beatty put it simply: You could call it reverse
storm chasing: Hundreds of thousands of people may chase sunshine, not storms, which could cause gridlock.
Law enforcement actually has a plan in place in case hundreds of thousands jump on the road and try and get
to where it is clear," Hiebert said. The National Weather Service -- which crunched the numbers for August 21
-- shows that coastal sections of Oregon and South Carolina have the greatest threat of clouds, along with
areas east of the Mississippi River, while the Intermountain West has the best chance of clear skies. Tens of
millions are expected to see this once-in-a-lifetime celestial event. Hopefully, Mother Nature will cooperate.
4: Americaâ€™s Eclipse | Eclipsophile
One of the earliest solar eclipses recorded, the Ugarit eclipse darkened the sky for 2 minutes and 7 seconds on May 3,
B.C., according to an analysis of a clay tablet, discovered in

5: 32 amazing photos of solar eclipses (pictures) - CNET
2) the overlapping of city and county functions, 3) the existence and proliferation of special districts and authorities, and
4) the extension of cross-state boundaries in certain metro areas (Dolan, , p. 29).
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6: State and Local Government
Where & when is the Total Lunar Eclipse on July 27, visible? Interactive map showing eclipse path and local times for
start and end in any city.

7: What the solar eclipse will look like in your city - CNN
Places outside the shaded line will see a partial eclipse and miss some of the most beautiful parts of the eclipse.
Clicking on the map will bring up a larger display. On August 21, , America will witness a total solar eclipse across the
Continental U.S. for the first time since

8: 'Fragmented' School Districts: A Complicated and Controversial Issue
The eclipse will be total over a mile-wide swath of the US starting near Lincoln City, Ore., and finishing at Charleston,
SC. "It looks like we've got good weather for [viewing]," Dombek.

9: Assyrian eclipse - The most famous solar eclipses in history - Pictures - CBS News
3 Fixing wind curtailment with electric power reform in China Acknowledgements This research greatly benefited from
field surveys in Jiuquan City and Lanzhou City.
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